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ABSTRACT
There are about a billion licensed cars, trucks and buses on the planet and these automobiles are rich concentrations of technology, masterfully engineered to be safe, “green,” “smart,” and be quality products, designed with an emotional appeal. It takes large concentrations of capital investment to manufacture automobiles and the increasing complexity of the under-the-hood and behind-the-dash systems have made tinkering
with a car or even gaining read-only access to car data an increasing difficult pursuit, especially for the individual user-innovator.
This talk describes OpenXC, an open-source hardware & software development environment that transforms
automobiles into rich platforms for education, research and product and service innovation. Using a set of
examples that has been created by the “crowds,” both within and outside of Ford we show how automobiles
can become more accessible to the user-innovator and can also be developed as probes for a public good especially with a billion on the roads on all corners of this planet. Some of the examples shown are serious,
others hilarious, some for science and others for art, some are all-software apps and others are hardware
accessories, all, however, show the joy of learning and innovating, by breaking and making and collaborating.
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